US CMS Collaboration Meeting
San Juan, May 2 2008

- 8:30 Opening  
  A. Lopez, HN
- 8:40 Welcome to San Juan from the  
  Moises Orengo, Dean of  
  Univ. of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez  
  Faculty of Arts & Sciences
- 8:55 Outline and Perspective  
  H. Newman  15’
- 9:15 CMS Status and Startup  
  T. Virdee  35’
  CMS: the First Days and the First Year at LHC
- 9:55 Physics  
  J. Incandela  25’
- 10:25 Commissioning & Detector Operations  
  D. Acosta  25’
- 10:50 COFFEE BREAK
- 11:15 Computing Operations  
  I. Fisk  25’
- 11:45 Analysis & Physics at Tier2s and Tier3s  
  K. Bloom  25’
- 12:15 LUNCH
- 1:30 Physics At and With the LPC  
  D. Green, C. Tully  25’
- 2:00 From First CMS Runs to First Physics  
  G. Landsberg  20’
2:25 Super LHC Program  
D. Bortoletto  20’

2:50 Formation of Discussion Groups  
80’

- CMS Analysis at CERN, the LPC & Throughout the US: Getting it Together  
I. Shipsey

- What US Physicists Need to Succeed; and to Help CMS Succeed  
A. Dominguez

- Physicists’ Careers in a New World of Exchange Rates, & Service Requirements  
J. Butler

4:10 COFFEE BREAK

4:30 Presentations of Discussion Groups  
75’

(15’ Each + Time for Discussion)

5:45 Adjourn

5:50 – 6:50 US CMS IAB Meeting With L1/L2 Managers and Coordinators

7:00 Dinner
8:30  Introduction  H. Newman  10’
8:45  US CMS Research PM Report  J. Butler  25’
10:15  US CMS M&O Program Report  J. Freeman  35’
10:50  COFFEE BREAK
11:15  Trigger and DAQ at Startup  W. Smith  25’
11:45  CMS Offline Software at Startup  L. Sexton-Kennedy  25’
12:15  LUNCH
1:30  Activities of the Group at UPR Mayaguez  A. Lopez  20’
1:55  Education and Outreach  D. Karmgard  15’
2:15  Institutional Advisory Board  N. Hadley  15’
2:35  Heavy Ion Program Status  G. Roland  20’
3:00  CMS Conference Committee  B. Wyslouch  15’
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◆ 3:20  COFFEE BREAK
◆ 3:45  Election Committee Report  D. Carlsmith, V. Halyo  15’
◆ 4:05  Annual Trip to Washington  R. Clare, S. Dasu, HN  30’
◆ 4:40  Discussion of Issues  V. Hagopian, HN  45’
          Results of Student COLA Survey
◆ 5:30  Next Meeting, AOB  15’
◆ 5:45  Announcements  10’
◆ 6:00  Adjourn
◆ 6:30  Dinner